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START YOUR QUOTE

To get over the joint fixings in the gutter, a sole board of 10 -
25mm is installed to give the new gutter system a base to sit on.
By allowing the hinge system to “fold out”, the upstands of the
system must be shorter than the original gutter. Both issues
combined reduce the capacity of the gutter by up to 20% and
lead to an increased risk of overflowing.

See our battlecard to understand why Plygene Gutterline is
superior to a fold-out system.

PLYGENE BATTLECARD

This method is around 3x quicker than brush based
methods.
Each tube contains enough Seamsil 400 to cover 150
fixings.
Cover up to 50 fixings in 2 minutes.
Use as a standalone system or with the Delcote® full roof
coating system.
Backed by a 10 or 25 year guarantee when applied as
part of the Delcote full roof coating system.
Or a standalone guarantee of 12 months is applied as the
Seamsil 400 bolt encapsulation system.

CONTACT US TO REQUEST YOUR FREE SAMPLE

How does our system update improve Seamsil 100?

Cost savings of up to 5% per linear metre compared to
the previous system
Less tins needed and less labour intensive as it can be
brush or roller applied
No thinners required for the Delcote topcoat, making it
less temperature dependant
Faster curing
Higher solids content resulting in lower VOCs
A wide range of colour options from the full
Delcote system

Seamsil 100 still boasts a 15 year product guarantee and is BBA
approved, making it the best choice for any job, big or small.

CHOOSE THE BEST CUT EDGE CORROSION
SYSTEM ON THE MARKET

CONTACT US TO FIND OUT MORE

Market leading performance solutions | View the online version

PLYGENE BUDGET 
PRICING TOOL

Getting a budget price
couldn't be easier.

This simple to use tool only
requires gutter length and
width measurements to be
entered, for an indicative
quote to be generated
immediately. 

GAZ'S GUTTER TALK

PLYGENE GUTTERLINE
v FOLD-OUT SYSTEMS

Fold out systems are steel trays with either
PVC or EPDM membranes bonded to them,
usually in 2.8 or 3m lengths.

The joints in the membranes are either welded or
bonded which causes points of potential failure. As
a rigid system, they struggle in gutters that are
uneven or inconsistent in profile. 

SAVE TIME SEALING
FIXINGS ON METAL
ROOFS

Our new fixing nozzle system
enables Seamsil 400 bolt
encapsulation system to be
efficiently applied to metal roofs.
Ensuring a better encapsulation and
finish.

THE LATEST SYSTEM
UPDATE IN SEAMSIL 100
The market leading cut edge corrosion
treatment just got even better, with our
Delcote topcoat as part of the Seamsil 100
system.

LEISTER HOT AIR WELDING GUN

Don’t forget we stock the Leister TRIAC AT 120v for just £600
(10% off RRP)
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